
Harvest Bundle Deluxe Guide

So you got yourself a Grow Kit! Congrats!

We’ve included this handy guide for you to make your growing experience simple and
fun. Follow these steps, and you’ll be watching healthy plants grow in no time!

CONTENTS
- Trimbag

- Trim Bin Complete Set

- Scissor Scrubber

- Sungrower Supply Trellis Netting - 4’ x 50’

- Flower Tower Dry Rack - Open Top - 2.5’ - 6 Racks

- 2 Boveda Humidity Control Packs 62% - 8gm - 10 ct

- Left Coast Turkey Bags - 18” x 24” - 12 ct

DRYING
Trellis Netting:
To use trellis netting to dry plant material, hang your trellis in an area that receives
good air flow and will remain undisturbed. Hang the trellis across a wall or on a
ceiling, and tie or clip the plant material to the trellis to hang dry. Allow a few inches
of space between each bundle for airflow, and check your harvest’s progress
frequently, keeping an eye out for mold or pests.

Dry Rack:



Remove the dry rack from the carrying bag and expand – keep it away from your face
as the product may open rapidly. Attach the center straps where necessary and hang
from the ceiling or a support beam.

Lay the product on the mesh layers to dry and check on progress frequently. Turn
your product if needed, and ensure that it isn’t layered too thickly as this can cause
mold or prolonged dry times.

To collapse your dry rack when done, stack all layers, grab with two hands, twist, and
fold over.

TRIMMING
Trimbag:
Remove from the storage bag and expand. Unzip the top and add dry, untrimmed
plant material to the bag. Zip closed, shake, and tumble for about 2 minutes. Empty
the collection area by unzipping the bottom of the bag, then unzip the top and empty
your trimmed material. For more detailed instructions, see the Trimbag User Guide.

Trim Bin:
Remove static brush from bottom bin before use. Place on lap to ergonomically trim
plant material. Remove the top bin after completing trimming to reveal any collected
pollen that has passed through the screen.

Scissor Scrubber:
Add a cleaning solution directly into the scissor scrubber. Insert scissors to clean them of
sap and debris periodically while trimming. Empty and rinse after use--brushes are
removable for easy cleanup!

STORING
Storage:
Fill your Turkey Bags with your dry product, add a Boveda humidity pack to ensure
that the moisture levels remain correct and consistent, and secure the bag by tying
the top or using a twist tie.

Now that you’ve got everything you need, it’s time to get growing!

https://trimbag.com/how-to-use-trimbag/



